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What is MindSumo?

Insights & Innovation
from Millennials & Gen Z
We use online projects called “challenges” to
help you and your clients discover concepts,
insights, trends, and break-through ideas.

360,000+

COMMUNITY MEMBERS

200,000+

SOLUTIONS SUBMITTED

Challenge Details

Duration: Flexible (up to 4 weeks)
Use Cases:
- Survey/rapid response
- Co-creation
- Concepts/mockups
- Ideation/brainstorming

1500+

PROJECTS HOSTED

How Does it Work?
SCOPE

Send us a few sentences about a topic and
we’ll create a draft challenge

LAUNCH

Once you review and approve, we send the
challenge to relevant participants

SOLVE

Participants have 7 -30 days to tackle the
project depending on your project timeline

JUDGE

We help review and rate the top submissions,
and we award prizes to high performers

ACT

All solutions are stored and are exportable on
your MindSumo dashboard which also
provides tools and reports for deeper analysis

See more detail about this process: http://www.mindsumo.com/process

User Benefits

Experience

Cash Prizes

Build resume with
real-world projects

Over $6.9M awarded
to top users

Job Opportunities
Some challenge hosts hire top
performers

MindSumo has worked with nearly 100
Fortune 500 brands to launch challenges

CPG

TECHNOLOGY RETAIL AUTO

BANKING

Expertise in Finance & Technology
MindSumo allows us to tap into a
new high-quality source of
innovation quickly and easily. I've
thoroughly enjoyed working with
the MindSumo team, and have
already started creating our next
round of challenges!
Chris Kuo

Digital Acquisition & Innovation
American Express

Apply Gamification to Finance
RBC
CHALLENGE BRIEF:
The Royal Bank of Canada (RBC) serves 18 million clients across 51 different countries. Like
a traditional bank, RBC's services include checking accounts, savings accounts, credit cards,
mortgages, loans, etc.

ABOUT:
SPEED:

30 Days

ENGAGEMENT:

182 Participants

DIVERSITY:

61 Universities

VISIBILITY:

4817 Page Views

RESULTS:

6 Concepts Pursued

We would like your help in identifying ways Gamification principles could be used to
innovate, help us relook at our existing products and processes, and serve our customers
better.

REQUESTED DELIVERABLES:
Consider products/services that have elements of gamification. We encourage you to
explore all industries and geographies, not just financial services. Then submit the
following:
1. FEATURE - Describe a gamification feature that has impressed you or worked well
someplace else. How does it work?
2. IMPACT - Explain what behaviors or outcomes result from this feature.
3. EXAMPLES - Share 1-3 examples of products or services where this feature has been
used successfully.
4. OPTIONAL - Make a guess as to where RBC could use this feature. Bonus for any
mockups, sketches, rough prototypes, or screenshots that bring your feature/idea to life!

How can banking machines
capture customer attention?
Diebold
CHALLENGE BRIEF:
ABOUT:
SPEED:

33 Days

ENGAGEMENT:

310 Participants

DIVERSITY:

163 Universities

VISIBILITY:

14,147 Page Views

RESULTS:

6 Concepts Pursued

As technological advancements improve the banking industry, it will continue to give
bank customers the opportunity to have their needs met without making plans to
visit a location and speak to a bank teller. However, for customers who are used to
waiting in line to speak with a teller, we need to figure out the best way to capture
their attention and convince them to use self-service banking machines instead of
ignoring the machine and waiting in line.

REQUESTED DELIVERABLES:
1) What unique method would you use to capture the attention of people as they
walked by a self-service bank machine?
2) Specifically, what features (sounds, displays, lights, etc.) would capture the
attention of a customer? Why do you feel this would work?
3) Attach an artistic rendering (design, sketch, mockup, etc.) showing how your
solution would work when a passing customer walked by the banking machine.
Criteria: If you need help getting started, try these technologies – Bluetooth
technology, light emitting or pulse/sound emitting beacon technology, and gesturebased technology like the Microsoft Kinect.

Define your ideal virtual bank
Anonymous
CHALLENGE BRIEF:
ABOUT:
SPEED:

30 Days

ENGAGEMENT:

297 Participants

DIVERSITY:

94 Universities

VISIBILITY:

4020 Page Views

RESULTS:

12 Concepts Pursued

Most banks build their customer base through brick and mortar locations, ATMs, and other inperson services. We believe the next wave of banks will be 100% virtual, leveraging technology
to make banking more accessible, user-friendly, and efficient.
One of the biggest customer segments for our virtual bank will be Millennials - college students
and recent graduates. We need your input in defining your ideal virtual bank, so we can best
serve YOU in the future.

REQUESTED DELIVERABLES:
1. Current Bank
How and when did you select your current bank? What do you love about your bank? What do
you wish your bank did differently?
2. Services
What new or improved feature/service would make you consider switching banks? What
unique rewards and incentives could influence your bank choice?
3. Virtual vs. Physical
What is one crazy thing our virtual bank could build which would serve you much better than
brick and mortar banks? What is one thing we might not do as well without physical locations?
Any ideas on how to address this weakness?

Help us tap into the power of
referral networks
American Express
CHALLENGE BRIEF:
ABOUT:
SPEED:

27 Days

ENGAGEMENT:

152 Participants

DIVERSITY:

67 Universities

VISIBILITY:

1650 Page Views

RESULTS:

6 Concepts Pursued

At American Express, we know that one of the best ways to attract new customers
is through referrals from satisfied customers. People trust the opinions of their
friends and family members, and we’d like to figure out how to get more American
Express cardmembers to encourage their social circles to become a cardmember
and use our services.
In the past, we’ve incentivized cardmembers to get their friends to sign up by
offering points and rewards, but usage of our referral program is relatively low. We
know there are more creative methods that could be explored.

REQUESTED DELIVERABLES:
Submit a proposal detailing how you would encourage American Express
cardmembers to refer their friends and family to sign up for a
1) Explain how your proposal would motivate current cardmembers to refer their
friends to sign up. Consider A) how can we make the incentives more relevant and
tangible to them and their friends and B) how can we utilize social media as a tool
for getting cardmembers to make referrals.
2) How we can get friends to better respond to offers from their friends?
3) Is a particular age group or demographic that would be most prone to referring
their friends using your approach. Why?

Submission Examples

Depending on the deliverables you choose, participants might submit:
TEXT & CODE

http://www.mindsumo.com/sample/text

RENDERINGS http://www.mindsumo.com/sample/renderings

MOCKUPS

VIDEO

http://www.mindsumo.com/sample/mockups

http://www.mindsumo.com/sample/video

White Label Highlights
Our White-Label is the perfect solution if you want to crowdsource new
innovation from your own employee network, or if you want to tap into
communities outside of MindSumo’s user base.

Engage Any Community

Access our 330K Millennials or engage employees, partners, startups, etc.

Customize Portal Branding

Launch your challenges from your own portal using custom URLs. No competing
with other active challenges on the platform!

Launch Unlimited Challenges

Take advantage of the highest enterprise option to get unlimited challenges for
your team.

PACKAGE PRICING
One Challenge

Two-Pack

Three-Pack

Five-Pack

$10,000

$17,500

$24,000

$37,500

WHAT YOU GET
Community: Access MindSumo’s diverse community of 360,000 users
Platform: Leverage a real-time dashboard to review, analyze, and export results
Incentives: MindSumo automatically handles the rewards for top participants
IP Ownership: You retain ownership of IP from all challenge submissions
Expert Consultation: Full consulting services for challenge creation, editing, and launch strategy
Distribution Boost: Broadcast to MindSumo users and strategic partners in our weekly newsletter
Reviewing Support: We pre-screen submissions to help you quickly find the best insights and ideas

WHITE LABEL (additional $3,500 per challenge)
-

Engage your own community with challenges (employees, customers, partners)
Create your own branded challenge pages hosted on custom URLs

Enterprise
Basic

Enterprise
Premium

$50,000

$65,000

$2,300

$2,500

x

✔

Community: Access MindSumo’s diverse community of
360,000 users

✔

✔

Platform, Rewards, IP: Real-time dashboard to analyze
results. MindSumo pays rewards, you keep IP.

✔

✔

Expert Consultation: Full consulting services for challenge
creation, editing, and launch strategy

✔

✔

Distribution Boost: Broadcast your challenge in MindSumo’s
weekly newsletter

✔

✔

Expert Review Support: We pre-screen submissions to help
you quickly find the best insights and ideas

✔

✔

SUBSCRIPTION PRICING
License Fee

One-time payment

Challenge Fee

Paid per-challenge (unlimited per year)

White
Label

Custom Audiences
Launch challenges for your employees, clients,
partners, etc.
Custom URLs & Landing Pages
Personalize landing pages and URLs to create a
more branded challenge experience

ROI for MindSumo
Satisfied Clients

9.2 out of 10 is our customers’ average satisfaction rating
Quality Outcomes

34% of crowd submissions are given quality ratings of 8/10 or higher
Repeat Users

72% of clients launch additional challenges after their first experience.
“In a matter of a few short days we received over 140 detailed MindSumo submissions, for which
participants are paid a small fee by MindSumo. The responses are provocative, original, thoughtful, and
often quite detailed. And the minimal cost to our team of this innovative study would shock you!"
Alex Cohen – Chief Commercial Specialist @ Compass

Take a step towards tackling that project!
Share a few sentences on a topic and we’ll make a draft challenge in 2 business
days. No obligation to launch! Visit http://www.mindsumo.com/innovate/start

